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ABSTRACT
The structureand quality of classroom interaction

and the ways in which children learn how to interact appropriately'
was ;.he initial focus of the research and field wort described in
this paper. The site was a-kindergarten/first grade class in a
suburban Boston Title I elementary school with many,tudents from
second and third generation Italian-American families. At the outset
the:primary research tools used wdre coliection'and analysis of
videotaped",,classfoom activities and behavior and discussion sessions
involving the teacher and the researcher. A participant observation
component was later added to. the project, and 'the researcher then

.visited the classroom on a- weekly basis. This change in research
technique indicated a new direction for 'the projectthat of making
the teacher a co-researcher. Since the research was being done in a
context of discovery rather than proof, the, researcher and the
teacher together.were able to focus on isolating, describing, and
discovering the .dynamics of the classrOom environment (how it
functions, what is predictable, what kinds of breakdowns occur). It
was suggested that teachers could share, in this discovery process in
the absence of a trained researcher and become sources of idea
exchange and dialogue for'One another. This method might be applied
on a larger scale' in. schools where there is a need for inservice
.training and continuing education courses designed to help teachers
share experiences and raise individual self-esteem and awareness.
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a IntrodUctfon
1.

The researoh 'and-field work described in this paper has

bepn taking place in a kinderg;arten/first grade class of five
. .

and six year olds.. The school is a, Suburban Boston Title. 1
,

.

. ,

elementary school. The. ,ch/-14i4en are primarily from two parent,
* . f- t

lower mt,d X' a.dlatA6- famines. T4 s ,;lass
,

and the gen ral school
,

.
.

,

second
4

. 4
populatioh tends to have largeniumbefs.Of students fr m econd

and third generation'ItalianAmerican families. It is =a neighbor= :.
, , ...

',.
hood school qualifying for additional state , .

c
-',*

The teacher 40 eight years of experience 'in early child-.

4

hood. education. She F.astaught Solel at this school but has'been

continually open to: new ideaS,and experiences. Tile teacher en-
`1 ,

c uragas visitors from families and t.he-largr.community to
. ,

ticipate in classroom activities.- She has worked_with high

school-and adult aidei,'student teachers, and teacher super-

visors.

The researcher is an adVdnced doctoraT
,

student at the Bar-
.

yard Graduate Sthodl of -Eciucat ion. Prior, ---t-6----rter-i-ni:_gradtiate

school she wasla' teacher of junior:high-,sbhool language arts.

COnvinced,that her students were quite competent demmun dators
..:. ,

of refereneinj ani social meEn.1,n,,7 (despite the skills till, may

have lacked in .the fine points of writing or grammar) , She hoped
, . .

-
'to discover by means of field. work In,primary .school class-

,

rooms s'ometIngtbOut'the structure. and quality of tlassrOcim
..,

lrieractin and the ways in whidh children'learn paw to inter-
,'

, . , i . . . ,

ely in the classroom (Byers and Byers, '1972; Cazden,

1970CCazden; John, Hymes,' 1974) .

ra.
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Atthe°butset the primary research tbolS sed'were

. ,

collection and analysis of videotape and vie ing sessions. 1

RHowever-,., this retearcher, feeling the need increase her

ktoWledge and experience of the larger et nographic context

out .of which this data was drawn., introdilced a participalt
4

observation component to the project. She has visited the
.

2,classroom-oh a weekly basis during this academic year.

Beginning the Research

BOth the teacher and the researcher held several unanalyzed
, ,

.

and preconceived assumptions about-the nature and purposes of

-.classroom researdh, Before the tapings the ptoj4pt wasn't
, . ,

,

seen as a learning experience by the teacher:. l'1,,teaclier volun-
,

, ..

teered to participate initially feeling that she wouldn't,be
; , , .

.

changed,in the least. However, among her unstated assumptions
c

. were that teachers do things wrong and 'outsiders'--researchers-
,

,come in to fix,or criticize them; and'that educational research

is Carried `out where and when ,a, setting need of altering.

She was confused about 'the actual 'pu es --o-f --the study. Her

initial questionsweTe, "How di-I'lihe;,1;;MeRnd "What can

I do for them that someone else copldn'.tdo better7"-iler decision

was that she would do what she had ,done- -tor-the-past seven Years,

and they were welcome to If -they,learned'fioni, her or

lked what they saw, grCatt;"but she she was:not going to worry

about an§-'nerrati,ve implicationiof. her fnvolyement.
. ,

The former teacher and fledgling researcher entered the
- .

setting with E6silMptionS about classroom research as well. These

assumptions came out'oq' three poi ts, of view commonly held i
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the literatoire'an practice of:educational research:

(1) that 14ese rch is conducted in the Context of
'proof,' o that outsiders observe phenomena in order
to -evaluate needs, prescribe treatments; and then,
proVe or d sprove the effectiveness of those treat-.

.ments

. _

(2) that it Is ossible to observe a phenomenon as complex
as a classroom easily, systematically, and !objectiviely'
(perhaps by means of a coding schete)- and thereby arrive,
at a meanin ful description and understanding of the phe-
nomenon

(3) that the needs and questions of'a classroom ethnographer.
(rather than = classroom supervisor of some sort)probably
do not over],a. 'or articulate with those of the classroom
teacher

Changes of Perspective

The teacher',S atti ude charged as she had mare ,contact with

the researcher, Classroo taping without participant observation

left little time for Com. unication: It took on the aspect of

traditionaI\classroom res arch. The researchers gathered data -

eyes glued tq tameras_or ars tuned to headphones. They would
_

tape, take notes,, pack up, and leave. Though not put off by
, .

them, the teacher did not eel particularly inclUded or tuned

1n to exactly what they were looking for.

The viewing sessions ga e teacher and researcher(s) their

first 'chance to get involved with each other. It_was. through the

sessions and small group disc ssions tj)at the teacher's perspec-

t'ive began to change; she bega

tat.. tim. Naturally the proces

h and comment freel

to see herself as a member of

took time. At first, although

she wasn't clear about Wlia

were very open-ended. The

bjectof investigation, unable

rid capable of giving only right

was expected of her. The session

teacher still saw herself as an

to geherate any of the questions
5



and wrong answers. The tapes were valuable to her at this time

as an awakening tool, but she was ,unsure of what others wanted

to get from them or in what light she .should comment while

viewing.

A great deal of the teacher's diNcomfort was in response

to the researchers' own vague ideas ofhow to proceed at tYiis

point. Unlike many.social scientists they did not have an
1

explicit forriat of_ hypotheses., data Collection and analysis,

'conclusions. Having chosen to adopt an ethnographic stance,,

a

they seriously intended the questions; "What's happening-here?"and

"What do you see in the tapes?" Yet their roles as 'experts'.

and researchers helped to communic4e an uncomfortable double

message to the teacher.

Gradually the group has developed a sense.of trust, 'a per-

sonal rapport, and not surprisingly --a more clearly defined'

set of research- goals. They have gotten to know each other as

indiliiduals in-the classroom, at the viewings in university

offices,,and at informal dinners; they have also gotten to

Know a great deal, more about the research p es-s.

Research in the Context of DiscoveryThe Joint Enterprise

'Participant "Observer and Observant Participant'

The participant observer

rather v.ague an

tools she cOu

rOC;iTh

c assroom with the

means of various research'. e

learn something about wha oeson in the clas-

her insights with the teacher,,and"thereby leave .the

1

d
,
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teacher 'with-sOMething. that would 'make a differencQ' in

the confrontation and SOlution of'day to day classroom problems.

As a result of her experience's both participant and ob-

server in the room, she was forced,to both reconsider the com-

plexity of the phenomenon she hoped to document and perhaps in-

fluence; andto make explicit and question critically, her

assumptions about why and how one engages in Classroom research.

Despite t background in the literature of classroom inter-
.

action and experience 4 a nonparticipant classroom observer, the

researcher found herself 'just teaching' as she speht more and

. more time with the children. Her-awareness Of sociolinguistic

issues did not automatically change anything that she could see

or,feel'in her own behavior as she engaged in daily activities

with the children. 0

Whlat wa-s differut, however, wa's the kind of disciplined

reflection she forCed herself to engage in after each day was

over. Having adopted the role and-perspective at least partially

of a field researcher, she was inclined to think through the

day's events in' the form of written field notes. .She often Con-

sidered events

language and non

ight of what she knew abou the functions of

bal behavior in socia9. context (H-ymes,-1974;

Gump- 1971; Eriekson,--1 5).'She 'also'had th added available

es.of'typica daily aCti;Aties. us. she was

events = d take a secon' and

source of vi

'able to step out of the thic

often a.tfiird) -look at th.e kinds of even transpired in 'fife

room and the voles that peqp144played An them.
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Gradually the'researcher realized that if.her experience

as a participant observer was different at all from what it had

been as a teacher in her_own classroom a few years a'"ga,_i_t

was in that she was becoming more sensitive to the dynaMics

of everyday life in classrooms. She also had more time and tools

available for reflection about classrbomfevents- the formation

and disbanding of groups, the eruption of'arguMentg; the manage-

ment of interruptions,, demonstration of the'mastery of academic

skills.
. .4

, ...

-An ,anecdote reported..in the early field nates:illustrates
, , .. % , ....-

the experience: . .

- - . . .ab.N 0
'.7'-

,-- "I-was playing candyland.with'a grouv.of Auderite. It was
..IL the fourth day of .school and the first where I was not pre-

occupied with,vidriotapilig. Duringthe tapfna.of the first three
days of school and in corvei-sation .With the resedrCh team that
had beer; there fbr'-the taping,'EL'ild now--most'hoticfabl--during
the gate I was _Unable to refrain,rom forriTtn,p;strong°1mpressloni:

. of most ofthe children. One of the boys in the group-(Harry),
;seemed to me tb_be manipulative. At cleanup time he did not join
in, and I attempted to get him to help in the effort. Uncertain
of my authority in a room where -I was not the teacher, and there-
fore hesitant to issue an Imperative,l, deliberately said instead,
'Harry, Will' you help us 'put away the'gape now?' He replied

-"*. 'No.' At'that point the teacher, having'overheard.the: exchange,
. said, 1.far gry-, o over and help them clean up.'

This'ingident can be thought about'in a number' of ways.
It may be thaet, in fact; Harry, being new both tote and,to the
kindergarten, misunderstood the discourse function af,mtterance
and regponded,to it a$ a yes/no question rather,than, a command.
Howaver.it,is alsk'possible (and Something in my teacher's in-
tutti8A.saysmore likely) that' he fully 'understood what I had
meant but wa6"quite able-to,take advantage of my uncertain position'
of authority (expressed especially in icy linguistic' choice) and
was almgst suCcesfulIn opting optof-the cleanup job

In any case,*thinking,,aboft the event and about the intuitions
athat I already have,0out Harry and where they ":gay have come frbm,

it occurs to me that r!& theoi.etical perspective and field methods,
may not be able to alter the way people act in social encounters,
but they may at least put some extra steps between those social
encounters and the -ways We think and feel abbut students. If
teaching is largely a mattorof forming and testing hypotheses



'about children,, then it seems like a good idea to have as much
data available,as pQss,ible--to have many Ways of., thinking about,
and accounting* l'o what we observe, experience, and do with
children."

The researcher began:to specilate that the change of per-
.

spebtive she was experiencing might also happen to the teacher

.if she Wexe inVi.tedto become more intimately engaged 'in the re=

'search proces." The early insight was critical for the researcher

'Ln definin;;1 with the teacher, both what the nature of their

relationship and the'oals of the research might be.

A$ the researcher spent more time in the classroom, the.teacher

felt more comfortable and better informed. The teacher felt that

she was begihning tofiave a definite hand in .the` research. She

,,realiged. that although teachers do not have time to be ethno-

,ctraphers in their own classrooms, they can becom e more observant
0

'pai-tto.Lai..-aew.,_ihsIghts and

, .

rind resparcher 'could be check,ed out by the teacher by means of
0-

, u

.reflection durino- and after teaching. This enabled her to be-

cOme a pkrt,,of the process, not just a source of data.

The researcherresearcher put great effort into incorporating the,

teacher onto the game plan. Constant contact with the research

process helped the,,teacher to see herself as a relevant member.

Duriri the second year of the project the teacher also has,re-

ceived' a salary. T)lis.has .been a tangible demonstration of 'her

member,7hip.and., has provided "additional motivation for ,her to take
4

an . . .

,During the second year'of the,project the teacher's views

have been actively sought. Classroom, participation by the re- 4 ,

searcher allows more time for conversations than was pre- 0

4
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. 1r e. - -,,,

,

viously provided by viewing.sessions.'Althouth duridg the
,

morning, while-in contact with-the Children, the separate roles
often

of. teacher and researcher are/maintained, there is mor time for

collaboration. Observations Can be shared on-the-spot and

during relepse tine. FrequentlY, however, there still! remain days-

when,all that can-be' managed by'each person, busy with separate

roles, are 'Hello' and 'Good -bye.'

The Bending of Roles'

One of.:the first and most thorny areas of joint discovery

. for teacher and researcher concerned theldea of 'change.' The
'P

issue of whether:the researth intended to chahge anything in the

QlassroeM,was a problem for both teacher and researcher. Since
#,. :

so many ktranizers in, classrooms engage in s me sort of inter-

Ventton, the role of participant observer mplied, almost,,by

definitIiin, that this might by the goal of the project.
5

However, ideas about the' complexity of b havior and about what

might be meant by icharrge.', have groWri AM been refined in:the
6 '

teacher/researchr dialogue almost fro the outset. In fact,

thoughts .about change;Areprobably mole modest now-than they
-

have ever been The teacher not , en as someone in need of A

r « y

'treatment;' and the resvr6htr, no less an outsiider, is not

seen .as a conventidnal:cha:ngg age t..

-Like any teacher, thisAne

lems; and the researcher, of cot

t .

particular classroom prob-

se,-has a personal_ agenda of

archable questions. However, it has been 'interesting to dis-
,

Vo

cover j t how much thes\tw4.domains overlap. Since each hopes

10
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to'be helped with the individual issues by sharing the diverse
,

.

perspectives and kinds of expertise brought to the experience:,

both the teacher And the researcher cen be said.to be in

sensed 'changed' by the other.

An eiample_of how the t her'S thinking has been effected

by her involvement with the reseah effort IS demonstrate in
s

thIS aneodbte:
. .

.

"There 'are specific 'Problems which might.lpeaddressed
with videotapes and analysis. One of these is the question of
Jerry and the 'issue of whether he is.-suffering-or benefitting .N"-

from his remedial, bilingual, tutorial, help.
,The issue of interription and-speculation about the prog

$

'has' been
of ta%inz children out of the olasgroom for extra help

'has been dt,scussed bei'ore by the teacher and the researcher.
Some' chilcrreP:' clearly benefit from the,helpland, it seems worth-
while to sla.crific:e4their clastroom time and place ther. in a new
soctal settcnv wl'!:h'yet another-,Adult/eyaluator in the .interest
of maSerlro.flsoin4amental skid'. J-,lowever, for other studenti,
like jerrV, the .1J'd4.4'social complications of special help may, \

..in,fact, 141terfere *1th the mastery of those skills. :

,

\

In 'errya case, .the tutorial 'help doesn't seem to be working.
-The-tutor'madfests a' different style .than the teacher..It appears
that te.tutdr encourages J"erry's'dept ence on her. Ee can't
function when he returns to the regul class.

The teacher has'raised the problem in conversation with the
researcher. They have notedthat the ethnic identity of-Jerry
and the Italian teacher, combined with the tutor's...lack of ex-
perience in classrooms, and finally combined with her obvious
terperamental differences from the reguar classroom teacher
may -.a'<e.learninz with the tutor a very different kind of ex-
perience than learning with the regular ciassrobm teacher.

The teacher has suggested that an examination of Ways
in which tutor and classroom teacher behave difff.s,rent?2. might
be useful in both understanding and creatively solving the prob-
lem. She has sugested that each prefessional observe and/or
view videotapes of the other in an attempt to discover how their
own behaviors differ and how Jerry works differentially lith them."

The task fox the researcher, on the other hand, has been

to become mdre and more a part of the scene.' She is, con inually- ,

asking, looking, and being with the children. _Yet it is importalt
ti

for her to be both "stranger and friend" (Powdermaker;. 1966.).,' ,.
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preserving a kind of 'double vision' which enables her to,

accaunt in some larger arena lior how and why things make

sense to thote'members i the ways'they do.

For the teacher,'the task-is`CUriblislY reversed. She is

continually immersed in the fray, and like many her teachers,

'experiences lonliness and frustration in that immersion. The

teacher has learned gradually to look at her classroom problems

not only with the coMpany of her researcher,celleague, but- to

reflect on her own using more of the perspective and techniques

demonstrated by the new c011eague. She is reflecting On what

she thinks, does, and absolutely, knows about her class. She

,

-is an insider gaining some internal distance on her -role, and

this nables'her at Certain moments to see the familiar in

anew why,
0'

Conpretely this curious blend roles.has
m
generated a *

procedure for clasbroom feseargh in whic both.teacher and

researcher work closely in the posing of res rchabie,questions,

the formulatiOn of hypothesest, the gathering a nalysis or dat9.

1

potirtile teacher 'and res archer agreed earl on that cia

room research, ought toll address &Lily concerns o teacher and

children and not merely be desOript --or prgscriptiv The

Way of working'which they have mes out of this ared.

bias. They are interested not Only in a de. ing questions ab

. classrodm interact ion, but in examining as a phe merion in its ip



own right the process of change of perspective and con-

sciousness-fthat occurs for both oT them as'they engage in

joint xesearch.
z 4 ;.)

The procedure has f,o,yr componerits that are carried out
A

jointly by teacher and researcher. They are organized chiefly,

by the'researcher he'components are participant observation:,

selective vide'tapin5 of classroom activity, joint viewing

sessions, and some microanalysis,ef aped"segments.
2

There is ongoing g .ort-iOn of ,questions. for teseacti.

Questions, can come rom many sources - the probleffs of in-

-41vidual children, the effects of room organization, the

disruptions that occur and theirp'ossiblecauses.

Once a question of'mutual interest is -selected,,the in-

,yestigation procdcds by going,baak through videotapes and field

notes previously collected and by collecting new tapes and

observations. The team tries to find instances of the par-1

w
ticular problem rair;cd and then begins to y" erate hypotheses

that might answer the question. ly, by means of

viewing and microanalysis of segments,as well as focused

-
Classroom observation, they attempt to loCate'in actual

behavior the,ipurces of the issues, raised and thereby val-
,

idate Or,dissprove.their informed hunches. They have discovered

that: working thiS way serves bcith to provide, a rich ethno-
,

graohic context for micioana'lysl,s and to diffuse the ani.ety

.

ubuallY associated with self-analysis by means of videotape.

In making the collaboratie process a subject for study

as well; the team carefully documents meetings to try to keep

13
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track insights,, their unique approaches:and analyses,

and the ways their perspectives are modified as a result of

dialogue and jOint inquiry.

As a-final component, the team has been attempting to

think about and monitor instances of behd change --
1

.spontaneous
and/or deliberate that occur in the classroom

as a result of the joint Study.
0

A' Case Study

This case stliety is intended as an illustration of he

research, method. It is work in progress, and therefore the

eeporting of it is.neipher deta ed nor_aa4G1usive.

The teacher and the reseEharrived_at,the proble'm
st. ,

for study in ,several ways. The teacher had mentioned one day

over coffee that she was curious.aiDout'why,one first grade '

student (Arthur). was able to 'get to her! in eway thitt another,:.:

student (Louise) was not. The researcher recorded"thiS'comment
. .

1.n field' notes.

About a month.la.ter the teacher and researched were again .

erigaed in casual conversation about the classroom wh.en the

teacher repeated her question about Arthur aild Louise. the

teacher was surprised to learn that the researcher had 0e=
4

viously noted it as one of the teacher's concerns.
It

They

cided to pursue the question since it, had emerged as salient
.

. , e n

for both of them Arthur and Louise being childrenThequently

discussed.by the teacher and'ap-peiring ofteffin the researcher's

field notes.'
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The research process began,Wfth a,directed conversation

about the two children. The team of teacher and researcher dis-

cussed similarities-and diffeTences between Louise and ArthUr.

They were both first graders Oho tended to talk a great deal,

yet they seemed to be treated vdry'differently by their peers-:

Arthur as a leader among them and Louise as an object --of-

and exclusion: They also had differential success in gaining the-

"'floor '(Philips, 1974)in large class meetings or circles. . ,

------------7-
With these observatiehs' in mind the.10.7 went' back through-,

vfdePtapes collected
during the.very first weeks of school. They

'chose to look at circles becausd they were contexts in which
.

- .

bOth of the children appear and in which teacher and peers are
v.

also visible. The teems .noted the following regularities as

they viewed these .tapes:
0

Louise-And Arthur tended to dominate the'circle times.

They talked 'and
moved'a.great(dealAnd were PnotIced.

often by the teacher. o

lout e and Arthur, seemed to be 'doing the same things'

.in their attempts to gain the floor, but Arthur clearly

-
had a great deal more success than Louise.

...The-similar.behaVdors
of Arthur and Louise included

sitting on "the outer edge of the group, raising hands,

shifting fronlsitting-to kneeling positions, moving

toward and away from-the teacher,.and verbalizing a

treat

The:team then .electively taped another typical circle

in order to determine whether ,these, regularities still occurred

some slximonths into the school year. This tape was -again of

, -

the'-entire class during a circle. .

The_ team watched-the tNPe.withaut sound) --hoping.tpus
, S

15'
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to pay primary attention. to the large ,Scale movements Of

Louise and Arthur and not to ,be distracted for the moment

by their speech. Even without microanalysis,' certain b04viOrs

again emerged 'as` common to both of the Children of interest.

They included kneeling/sitting; raising /waving of handt; and

leanin' toward or away from the teacher

hese behaviors were chosen for microanalysis" for no other

rea on than that they seemed to 'jump out'''at'the viewers from

the tape, They seemed to .be the major ways in which the children

of_knterest were expending energy (Pike, 1971).

For the purpOses of Tmicroahalysis theteam carefully, watchei-

a four minute seg4ent at the beginning of the circle noting

variation in the behaviors mentioned. They looked for be-

ginnings, endings, and changes of interi;riTiT-A-f- rth category-

presence or absence of talk-was added to the analys5s,

the content of that talk was excluded,.

et

.Upon charting variation's in these apehaviors,-the team
t 6

discovered that, indeed, there were similarities between the
i' , '',.

. .
,

_behaviors of Lduise and ,Arthur.. How, ,er-, there were some lin-
_ , , . 4

. ,
,

portant differences in what-might be called the efficiency with
.

.

which the two children manifested the behaviors,.

It appears from.the charts that when Arthur wants to talk

he employs all fe.ur o thei,noted .behaviors alinost precisely

at once. He presents a unified front to the teacher, making it

clear that he is intending to get the ,floor. This .picture of

his behavior seems to be consistent with the teacher's char-
,

,aoterization of him as a "leader among, the children and as

an active ,participant in the '61.r.c1e.
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Louise, on the,other hand; has been enigmatic to the

teacher. She'isof large physical size, and the teacher has

descrited feeling that Louise "creeps up on her" during
4e' ,

circles. Whiii-1;:mk,ing at the graphic representation_ of Louise
.

s clear that she oftenmoves up and down, and in arid out

`simultaneous j. Since no hand movement or verbalization generally

accompanies such movement, it is difficult to tell if Louise is

attempting' to gain the,floor or not. What does emerge, however,

is a snake -like pattern of movement in which Louise' seems to

be, indeed, 'creeping up' on the teacher.

Arthur talks more often 'during the four minutes analyzed,

but-he taIkS in quick bursts and moves as he talks. Louise, on

the other hand, holds the 'floor only once: She talks for a

very long-time and is eventually cut off by the teacher. She

does not move a great deal while talking.

Leaving Louise and Arthur briefly, the team looked at the

teacher's behaviorsduring those first.four minutes. Again

they cholh'. cha salient movements--head and and Movements,

gaze-11-re-c+TOn, an the presence 'or absence of talk. The class

roup ,seemed to. divide naturally into third5--= kft, .center,''and,

right=-,in receiving the eacher's,gaze. However, the teacher

looked at the center section almost half of the time anti at

the right hind section (containing Louise and Arthur)-'nearly

all of the ,rest of the time.

For the purposes oP,contrast, therefore, the team decided to

take a microaklalytical look at one of the- .students. from the

third of*pbe.group receiving least of the teacher's gaze.

)
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team quickIy'found that this student (Lee) did few of th' be- ,

haviors of Arthur and Louise,. He was chosen in part because he

shared'some traits' with the other two students: he is of large

physical size', a first grader,'and a -student who often sits on

the outer rim of the circle. However, he differs ftom both of"

them 1.'n that he is very quiet and .does not move quickly. AlthoUgh

Lee is quiet, however, the teacher has never seemed-tp doubt'

his attention. She refers to him as "academic" and feels no need

to 'check up on him' by' callingon him.

In chartinP; his behaviors the team realized that most of

the behaviors seldeted fOr Arth'qr and iouise simply didn't apply ,

fc.Lee. He did nOt speak axone at all, never raised his hand,

but 'did move his head and move in and out slightly. It is inter-

esting that he moved most while the teacher.y4s talking,- perhaps

behaviorally demOnstrating her sense'that,-although virtually

silent, he was aserson who listened and "paid attention" during

circles.

The implications of thiS brief and cursory look at how.

some simple microanalytical techniques might be applied in

addressincr a teacher's assessment offor difficultieS

ticular children are that there really seem to be behavpral

correlates to the ways,a teacher feels :about children that can

be spotted easily., P6rhaps this kind of data will be an important

ingrediengtin the teacher's assessments of children or in her

decisions st,poilt how and why she organizes activities in th:g way

she does. If the teacher wishes to intervene in her own settir4*.

0. "
18
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she has the meads to document the wa's In which that intervention

might change actual behavior- somethi g more concrete ands

perhaps less threatening that 'feeling' --and something that
*

is critical to the genesis of those feelings.

The early work on this segment suggests further research.

The team hopes to look in more detail, for ipstance, at the

function of gaze directions They hope' to consider amount of talk,

the syntactic and semantic features of that talk (including

topical relevance); at paralinguistic features such as pitch,

loudnes-S-and_rate of speech; and at other nonverbal behaviors
JAN

that appear to cova7/them. finally the team hopes to return

to -the original question, linking the analysis of behavior

which has taken place at a low levels of inferencelpack to the

feelings and blems which initially prompted the question.

In this way the team hopes o discover how the ways in which

r children use talk ,and movem \nt help to create particular im-

'''"""pr4,5,Zionvof therlyWAvHcate them in their respective places in :
,

the larger Social order of the classroom.

Rationalesfor the :.'ethod

There are ethical, intellectual, and practical reasons

-why it has been worthwhile and important to adopt such an ethno-
,

graphic and collaborative method or research. This process

treats the teacher and children not as objects Of study, but as

active subjects of vreat interest and importance. The teachers'

opinions are valued. She is seen as a vital member of the team.

Her cooperation is 'essential to the process. The entire oper-

19
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ation becomes more'conwenial and the f-indrhgs benificial to all
&'

involved. Both parties go away havina gained.sometf7ing of value..

The System essentiallydelegates the role of change agent not

to an outside, consultant, but to the people who possess in many

ways the most,direct and explicit power and responsibility to do

thinas in the setting. .The ethnographer does not merely acquire

data in the setting and depar.t, nor does she generate in isolation

theories or treatments'which ought to be applied to the members.

She4is an integral part of the scene gathering both information

that will be of use and interest in the development-of a unified

theory of classroom interaction, and facilitating by means of her

expertise in certain research methods, ways'for the teacher to

gain a new kind of interna,a distance on her role.

This method might be applied on a larger scale in schools.

There is a need for in-service work and continuing education

courses which will help teachers share experiences, solutions and

raise indjvidual self-esteem and awarness.
.

Recently the Executive Secetary of the. Massachusetts Teachers

Association commented on the need for and interest_in revolutionary

5. forms of in-service work which would give teachers the major role .1

on detrmininz the nature and direction of the in-service work

and staff development (The Common, parch, 1976)

Practically speaking this method On field work could be

modified to benifit most public school systems. The' method

Proposed would utilize two resources frequently not f lly ex-

ploited in schools---the videotape equiptment which almost every

school system has and often only minimally uses and he teams
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.and/or filendshAp groups that exist among classroom teachers in

any given building.

Faculties have tended to become more stabilized in the past

few years,. Pre-established familiarity, trust and a working

relationship among small groups have been determined. The mem-

bers have a head start in that they already know and share much

ethnographic data that an outsider would have to work quite hard

to assimilate., any schOolS have curricula, grade levels and

classroom settings based'' upon an established team approach.

Rather than have a 'fullitiMe ethnographer follow the teacher

around, the emphasis here-would be to help the members of the

team become inside change agents,working with their peers, cooper.

are'effort to iMprove their setting-Jar themselves. They

Would give or-take no undue power but generate a source of

energy and impetus for idea exchange and dialogue among them-

selves..

This method of evaluation and field work al.so,confronts the
T

problem of the loniness shared by Self-contained classroom

teachers (Sarason, 101). These teachers' have friends among their

colleagues 'Du', rarly ;et to shar individual profesSional,tech42,_

piques, problems or experiences with one another. They arh

assigned (confined) to their respective rooms, childrervand areas

of expertise. They often feel isolated, defeated and, overwhelmed

by their own problems which they tend to.internal:ize or ignore

due to their isolation. They often never admit to"difficutlies,

inovations or successes, feeling, "'4ho really carr."It's me--

with or agaitnst these. twenty-five children."
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In research En the dOntext,of discovery' rather than proof,

the social sCienti-st:is the ;Lnstrument and thUs puts hex /himself

through changes in order to learn aboutthe'phenamen of interest.

does -not apply treatment ta the environment but\ocuses

rather'on isolating, describing, di.sCovering the dynamics of

the environment-- what is predictable about it, how it fundtions,

what kinds of breakdowns can and do occur. By making the-teacher

a co-researcher At is possible for the same thing to happen to

her. It Isin this way that a teacher's behavior could be'said to

'haie changed-, by,having new experience in a familiar setting.

If teachers were to share in the process in the absence of a

trained ethnorqapher, it is not difficult to imagine_that they
,

could become eV,es and ears for each other on a continu'ing basis

using both 'their rler.ber knowledge and the,tachniqugs'tf field

research. .They would work together- aS peers,'avoiding the

awkward tendency for researchers from.the outside to take or have

attributed to them more power /authority than the teachers with

whom they,W'ork. working"togetner could become sources of

idea exchange and dialogue for one a/lather in-creatively "hiriking

\About classroom problems.

22,
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Footnotes

Viewing sessions are essentially open-ended interviews with
participants who have been videotaped. in the sessions they
view themelveson tape and comment freely and/or answer ,

questions about their participation in the situation that has
been taped. In the early stages of the project reported the
teacher was inv,i.ted to view herself on tape and comment freely.e.
In this way the researcher(s) hoped to learn about the teacher's
segmentation of tine and space and activity as well `as her
typOlogies for people and events. The nature of the viewing
session has changed and evolved during the course of the re-'
search and is discussed in more detail in the body of the paper.

icroanalysis is defined for the purposes of this paper as
the careful viewing of selected behaviorsverbal and/or non-
,verbal--as they occur across time. ID this paper a sample of
microan'llysis of social interaCtionIs prt,sent0. It is in
part by means of microanalysts that teacher and researcher alike
hope to gain-insight into the-behavioral sources and correlates
of the thoughts and feelings that t;,.:y have about,th'e social
Situations in which Irzy participate or' which-t:.,:y pbserire

'
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